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Director’s Message
Dear Alumni and Friends,
It’s been a great year in WSU’s

We have also been working to grow our Everett mechanical
engineering program and to continue forging industry connections

School of Mechanical and

in the region. The Everett program, which now has close to 100

Materials Engineering (MME) as

students, helps to meet our land-grant mission in the western part of

our school continues to grow and

the state—training engineers who are critically needed for the state’s

thrive. I hope you enjoy catching

economy while creating more affordable and accessible higher

up with our latest news.

education options for students.

Last year, we enrolled more than 900 undergraduates and

The school has had a number of significant accomplishments in

130 graduate students in mechanical and materials science and

the past year in the area of advanced manufacturing. We received a

engineering programs, including in Pullman, Everett, Tri-Cities, and

U.S. Department of Education grant to support eight new domestic

Bremerton. Our research enterprise continues to grow with research

doctoral students through the Graduate Assistance in Areas of

expenditures exceeding $7.5 million and new grants totaling $10.95

National Need (GAANN) program (p. 5). The students that we train

million during 2018.

through this grant will go on to be leaders in this critical, next-

While we continue to support the core areas of our programs, I’m

generation engineering field. We also received an approximately $1

excited about key strategic priorities that we believe will strengthen

million grant from the Joint Center for Deployment and Research in

the school, improve our students’ employment outcomes, increase

Earth Abundant Materials (JCDREAM) that allowed us to purchase

our research reputation, and forge stronger external relationships.

two state-of-the-art additive manufacturing machines (p. 3). And,

Building on our current strengths, we are focusing on
expanding our research and education engagement in advanced
manufacturing, robotics, and machine learning. We are also

Professor Arda Gozen received the NSF Career Award for his work in
additive manufacturing of polymer nanocomposites (p. 3).
Thank you for your strong and continuing support of our school.

revamping our undergraduate design curriculum to bolster student

Your engagement helps the school to support critically important

leadership and enhance industry engagement.

activities that are not covered by state allocations and that happen

To enhance the national impact of our manufacturing programs,

outside our classrooms, such as student competitions, clubs, and

MME began offering a new, 12-week online course in additive

mentoring. These help us to provide a top quality engineering

manufacturing for Boeing personnel (p. 5). This program, which

education for our students that change lives.

offers a practicum component at Boeing’s Seattle facility and is
expected to be offered multiple times, is aimed at providing stateof-the-art advanced manufacturing skills for its employees while

Indranath Dutta

strengthening MME’s collaborative ties with Boeing engineers.
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On the cover: John Swensen and students are developing
waterjet-based, steerable needles that could improve many
noninvasive medical procedures. See p.1.
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RESEARCH
School of Mechanical and Materials Engineering researchers are working to create a sustainable energy
future, to apply technology to preserve our quality of life, and to educate tomorrow’s innovators.

Cutting-edge needles promise
accuracy in medical procedures
A WSU team is creating waterjet-based, steerable needles that could give doctors more accuracy and
control and reduce tissue damage in many common, noninvasive medical procedures. For many
medical procedures, doctors would like to have bendable, steerable needles to get to their targets. In
fact, in a little trick of the trade, doctors will sometimes bend their needles by hand when trying to
access a tricky spot, such as when giving a nerve block for back pain. Another problematic procedure
for doctors is liver biopsies. When the area to be biopsied lies under the lungs, for instance, the
needle has to go through the chest cavity. Led by Assistant Professor John Swensen, the researchers
developed a technology that uses a controllable waterjet nozzle at the tip of the needle to delicately cut
through tissue. After the tissue is cut by the water jet, the bendable, flexible needle can follow the tissue

John Swensen

fracture to its destination. While the waterjet needles allow doctors to make turns, the needles also create less
friction than straight needles and cause less buckling of the needle and tearing of the surrounding tissue. In their
study, the researchers looked at how the waterjet-based system performed using different nozzle widths, water
pressures, and with different tissue stiffness. They have recently filed for a U.S. patent. ❚

Army supports development of
hydrogen-powered UAV

Insitu employees Clay Christian
and Jon Cantella holding the
ScanEagle UAV.

Associate Professor Jacob Leachman received a $1.8 million grant from the U.S. Army to
demonstrate a liquid hydrogen-powered unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and refueling system. The
$7.2 million total grant includes researchers from Mississippi State University (MSU), Insitu Inc., and
Navmar Applied Sciences Corporation. UAVs running on liquid hydrogen can fly longer and farther
than those running on batteries and require less maintenance than gasoline-powered UAVs. They also
produce water vapor as the only emission and are quiet. “Our goal is to make hydrogen refueling of
military vehicles more convenient and reliable than conventional hydrocarbon fuels,” said Leachman,
who heads the HYdrogen Properties for Energy Research (HYPER) laboratory at WSU. The researchers are
working with Protium Innovations, a start-up founded by WSU alumni, to create a lightweight liquid hydrogen
tank. More than a dozen WSU undergraduates are also working on the project. ❚

Alternative to Styrofoam

The results of the study demonstrate
the potential of renewable materials,
such as nanocellulose, for high-performance thermal insulation materials
that can contribute to energy savings.

WSU researchers have developed an environmentally-friendly, plant-based material that for the first time
works better than Styrofoam for insulation. The foam is mostly made from nanocrystals of cellulose,
the most abundant plant material on earth. The researchers also developed an environmentally
friendly and simple manufacturing process to make the foam, using water as a solvent instead of other
harmful solvents. The WSU team, led by Assistant Professor Amir Ameli and Xiao Zhang, associate
professor in the Gene and Linda Voiland School of Chemical Engineering and Bioengineering, created
a material that is made of about 75 percent cellulose nanocrystals from wood pulp. For the first time,
the researchers report, the plant-based material surpassed the insulation capabilities of Styrofoam. It is
also very lightweight and can support up to 200 times its weight without changing shape. It degrades well,
and burning it doesn’t produce polluting ash. The work was supported by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
and WSU’s Office of Commercialization. ❚
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Research

New lens
manufacturing technique
Researchers from WSU and Ohio State
University have developed a low-cost, easy
way to make custom lenses that could

all robotics, but the traditional molding
and casting processes used in their
manufacturing require sophisticated and

help manufacturers avoid the expensive
molds required for optical manufacturing.
Led by Assistant Professor Lei Li and
graduate student Mojtaba Falahati, the
researchers developed a liquid mold from
droplets that they can manipulate with
magnets to create lenses in a variety of
shapes and sizes. High-quality lenses are
increasingly used in everything from
cameras, to self-driving cars, and virtually

expensive metal molds. So, manufacturers
are mostly limited to mass producing one
kind of lens. The researchers came up
with the idea of using magnets and the
surface tension of liquids to literally create
free-flowing molds. Their work was funded
by the National Science Foundation and
was featured on the cover of the journal
Applied Physics Letters. ❚

Lei Li (left) and graduate student Mojtaba Falahati, placed tiny,
magnetic iron particles into liquid droplets and built a device to
surround the droplets with magnets.

One-step 3-D printing for multi-material projects

Amit Bandyopadhyay displays 3-D printed bimetallic sample. Multi-material 3-D printed designs
can eliminate the need for adhesives and allow for greater design variety and specificity.
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Similar to the advance from black and white to color
printing, a WSU research team for the first time has used
3-D printing technology in a one-step process to print
structures made of two different materials. The advance
could potentially help manufacturers reduce manufacturing
steps and use one machine to make complex products
with multiple parts in one operation. Until now, 3-D
printing, also known as additive manufacturing, has been
limited to using mostly one material at a time. Led by
Amit Bandyopadhyay, Herman and Brita Lindholm
Endowed Chair Professor, the researchers used 3-D printing
technology to print out metal and ceramic structures as
well as a bimetallic tube that is magnetic in one end and
nonmagnetic in the other. The researchers, including
graduate students Bryan Heer and Bonny Onuike, used a
laser-based 3-D printer to join the materials in a single step,
printing out a nickel-chromium and copper structure. “This
is a step toward the next level of manufacturing and the
next generation of design, validation, optimization, and
manufacturing using 3-D printing,” said Bandyopadhyay.
The research was funded by the Joint Center for Aerospace
Technology Innovation, the National Science Foundation,
and NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center. ❚

New technology for treating eye diseases
Kuen-Ren “Roland” Chen received a U.S. Department of Defense grant to develop a
more convenient, less expensive and less painful way to treat serious eye diseases. Chen
received a grant to use 3-D printing to develop a programmable microneedle array that
can deliver drugs directly into the eye in a sustained manner. The technology could be
used to treat major eye diseases such as diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular
degeneration. Eye disorders and vision loss treatment cost nearly $139 billion every year,
but delivering drugs into delicate eyes is challenging. Microneedles, an alternative to
standard hypodermic needles, are tiny, minimally invasive needles that are stacked next
to each other to form a microneedle array. Chen and doctoral student Maher Amer are
creating an innovative “locking” and “unlocking” technology for the array. ❚

3-D-printed
glucose biosensors

JCDREAM grant supports
advanced manufacturing

Researchers, led by Arda Gozen, are using a method called direct ink writing to create intricate
designs at tiny scales.

A 3-D printed glucose biosensor for use in wearable monitors has been
created by WSU researchers. The work, led by Professors Arda Gozen and
Yuehe Lin, could lead to improved glucose monitors for millions of people
who suffer from diabetes.
Researchers have been working to develop wearable, flexible electronics
that can conform to patients’ skin and monitor the glucose in body fluids,
such as in sweat. Using 3-D printing, the WSU research team developed
a glucose monitor with much better stability and sensitivity than those
manufactured through traditional methods. Using direct ink writing (DIW)
and printing “inks” out of nozzles to create intricate and precise designs at
tiny scales, the researchers printed out a nanoscale material that is electrically
conductive to create flexible electrodes. The WSU team’s technique allows a
precise application of the material, resulting in a uniform surface and fewer
defects, which increases the sensor’s sensitivity. The researchers found that
their 3-D printed sensors did better at picking up glucose signals than the
traditionally produced electrodes.
“3-D printing can enable manufacturing of biosensors tailored specifically
to individual patients,” said Gozen, George and Joan Berry assistant professor
in the School of MME. Gozen recently also received a National Science
Foundation Career award for his research in manufacturing methods of
polymer nanocomposites. ❚

Amit Bandyopadhyay and Susmita Bose,
Herman and Brita Lindholm Endowed Chair
Professors, received an approximately $1 million
grant from the Joint Center for Deployment and
Research in Earth Abundant Materials (JCDREAM)
to purchase three state-of-the-art 3-D printers.
The equipment for the first time in Washington,
establishes a unique facility for scientists to research
additive manufacturing of advanced materials
including metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites
and provides advanced manufacturing tools for
materials synthesis and processing. The facility
is focused on commonly used earth-abundant
materials, such as steel, aluminum, titanium, ceramic
materials, and their composites that are widely used
in clean energy, transportation, as well as space and
biomedical industries. “It is envisioned that this
facility will promote collaboration and will drive
fundamental and applied research and development
in an academic environment that involves
students and professionals,” said Bandyopadhyay.
JCDREAM was established in 2015 by the state of
Washington with the goal of stimulating industry
and manufacturing innovation in the use of earth
abundant materials. ❚
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STUDENT EXCELLENCE

Everett team earns Department of Energy grant
Members of the WSU Everett and Everett Community College Wind Energy Club (Photo by Randy Bolerjack, WSU Everett).

A wind energy team consisting of WSU Everett and Everett
Community College students has earned a $20,000 grant from
the U.S. Department of Energy along with a spot in the Collegiate
Wind Competition. The biennial event, set for June 2020 in Denver,
challenges multidisciplinary teams of students to develop a wind
energy plan, design and build a model turbine, and test it against
performance criteria. The DOE grant is funding the team’s work.
“This opportunity has become so much more exciting than we
envisioned when we started, and with our invitation to compete in
Colorado, our club has a tremendous task at hand,” said WSU Everett

just engineering. This will strengthen our group and provide insight
into more elements of creating a truly successful product.”
“Our students are thrilled to be selected to compete with the best
undergraduate teams in the country,” WSU Everett engineering
professor and team mentor Gordon Taub said. “I’m excited they’ll
have the opportunity to showcase their learning, their talents and
make invaluable industry connections at the competition in Denver.”

engineering student Austin Carver. “It’s electrifying for us because we
encourage involvement from our campus’ different disciplines, not

community college engagement, industry collaboration, hands-on learning
experiences, and dynamic club activities. ❚

The WSU Everett mechanical engineering program has grown to almost
100 students since its inception in 2012. The program supports active
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Advanced manufacturing grant
WSU received a $900,000 Department of Education grant that
will help train next-generation engineers in the high-demand
field of advanced manufacturing. The grant will support eight
new doctoral students in manufacturing engineering, focusing
particularly on students who are underrepresented in engineering
fields. The grant also provides mentoring and internship
opportunities for the Graduate Assistance in Areas of National
Need (GAANN) Fellows. Nearly 3.5 million manufacturing jobs
will be created over the next decade, but because of a shortage of
talent, 60 percent of these openings cannot be filled, according to
the National Association of Manufacturers.
“There is an urgent need to create a cohort of doctoral graduates in
manufacturing who can educate the next generation manufacturing
workforce as well as lead manufacturing research in the areas such

as cloud-based manufacturing and personalized
manufacturing,” said Professor Prashanta
Dutta, who is leading the project.
The School of Mechanical and Materials
Engineering has recently expanded its
research focus in advanced manufacturing
with faculty hires in additive manufacturing,
Dutta
biomanufacturing, manufacturing automation,
and micro/nanomanufacturing. As part of
the new grant, WSU will provide matching funds and will support
fellows through to completion of their degrees.
“With the aid of the GAANN fellowship, the school is increasing
the number of manufacturing Ph.D. students by more than 100
percent,” said Dutta. ❚

Intern of the year
Mathew Hunt (’18 B.S. Mechanical Engineering) was named student intern of the year by the American Society
of Engineering Education’s Cooperative and Experiential Education Division. Hunt transferred to WSU from
Green River College in 2016. When he came to WSU, he began conducting cryogenic hydrogen research in Jake
Leachman’s Hydrogen Properties for Energy Research Laboratory. His work in the lab led to his internship with
the National Institute for Standards and Technology, where he explored the effects of cryogenic temperatures on
high entropy alloys. He coauthored a research paper on the work. Hunt is continuing his studies to earn a master’s
degree, where he will be working to develop new cryogenic standards for lifecycle testing of polymeric materials. ❚

Additive manufacturing for practicing engineers

Bandyopadhyay

The School of MME has begun offering a
new online course in additive manufacturing
for practicing engineers. The first such course
with live lectures on a video conference
platform involving hands-on projects got
underway in 2019 at The Boeing Company.
The idea of the course is to help engineers
understand how additive manufacturing,
also known as 3-D printing, can be utilized
in product design. Taught by Amit
Bandyopadhyay, Herman and Brita

Lindholm Endowed Chair Professor, the two-module course
is designed for engineers, managers, and technical staff who
wish to acquire practical knowledge of additive manufacturing
through lectures and hands-on group projects. Bandyopadhyay
has been working in the area of additive manufacturing since
1995. He has written over 300 technical articles and is editor of
the book Additive Manufacturing, which is used in the course. The
13-week course addresses advanced manufacturing approaches
for polymers, metals, ceramics, and composites. Projects entail
iterative design-and-make processes to optimize the final part. For
more information, visit mme.wsu.edu/online-courses. ❚

AWARDS
PNNL Distinguished
Graduate Fellowships
Shuo Feng
Benjamin Schuessler

Kevin Estelle
NSF Graduate Research
Fellowship

Daniel Goto
Goldwater Scholar

Emily Neinhuis
Roy G. Post Foundation
Fellowship

Junhua Song
2019 Chinese
Government Award
for Outstanding SelfFinanced Students
Abroad

NASA Space
Grant Awards
Matthew Hunt
Sam Karcher
Jessie Schweitzer
Kellen Traxel
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PO Box 642250
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Advanced
manufacturing
Due to the explosion in growth of industry-disrupting
technologies, U.S. manufacturing will require more than
3.5 million workers by 2025. By providing graduates with
cutting-edge training from world-class faculty and experts in
advanced manufacturing, WSU’s School of Mechanical and
Materials Engineering will help meet the region’s employment
needs for high-demand, high-tech manufacturing. The
School of Mechanical and Materials Engineering is expanding
its advanced manufacturing program to include additive
manufacturing, design, automation, and bioprinting.

Learn more:
mme.wsu.edu/advanced-manufacturing-initiative
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